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Fantasy feeds to follow now
Marianna Giusti gets lost in the alternate worlds of these escapist artists

INSTA-ESCAPE

collection, a collaboration between Byredo 
and jeweller Charlotte Chesnais. Together 
they’ve designed a capsule collection of 
contemporary chain necklaces, bracelets 
and rings, in silver, gold and diamonds, the 
links individually modelled and assembled 
into complex articulation by French 
artisan-goldsmiths. Byredo’s Ben Gorham 
says he was interested in the “historical 
relevance of jewellery, how it transforms 
and empowers the wearer, how it makes 
you feel”. For Chesnais, it was about the 
intimacy of jewellery-wearing and the 
opportunity for individual self-expression. 
“The chain can be worn by either sex and it 
will look so different; the interpretation will 
be so different. It is generous, simple and 
strong,” she says. They saw the chain as 
both a complex structure and a visual 
metaphor for collaboration and interaction. 

Right now, it’s this element of 
connectivity, togetherness, timelessness 
that resonates the most. As Ana Khouri 
explains: “We’ve started using the links 
as a symbol of connection. We are all 
connected, today more than ever. The 
only way forward is together.” ■ HTSI

collection revisits the rounded Rollo link, 
one of the earliest made by the family. The 
links come in different colours of gold, with 
the designer’s distinctive stippled, sparkling 
Florentine finish, or pavéd in blue, pink 
or orange sapphires, and can be bought 
individually, or a few at a time, and linked 
however you choose. “Chains are very 
dear to me, and have always been my 
self-signifier,” Bucci says. “They’re classics, 
worn by Italian grandmothers, and today 
it’s their retro feel that makes them cool.” 
She herself layers chains, from chokers 
to sautoirs, with beads and pendants, 
or winds them several times around the 
wrist, jangled with bangles and charms.

CHAIN-STACKING IS HAVING A MOMENT, 
agrees Sophie Quy, commercial director for 
personal-styling service Threads. “Chains are 
being worn in various ways, from everyday 
minimal – a single, flat-link chain by Lauren 
Rubinski or a snap-lock, transformable link 
motif earring by Eéra – through big, chunky 
chains, stacked in multiples, perhaps with a 
diamond tennis necklace, all the way to the 
major bejewelled statement of Boucheron’s 
stunning Maillons necklace, a modern, 
playful take on a heritage classic.”

The idea of subverting a classic also 
connects to the ’70s and to the hard-edged, 
urban, mechanistic mood of a newly 
industrialised New York. Tiffany & Co’s 
HardWear collection, modelled on a 1971 
unisex bracelet in the company archives 
called Ball and Chain, recalls the assembly 
line through a repetitive pairing of linear 
chain links and ball bearings – a motif that 

“ THE CHAIN 
PERFECTLY 
EXPRESSES 
FEMININITY 
WITH A BITE”

adapts to pendants, earrings, neck chains 
and bracelets. A similar spirit has driven 
Louis Vuitton’s artistic director for watches 
and jewellery, Francesca Amfitheatrof, to 
create the striking LV Volt collection, 
including the Curb Chain series, in which 
the crisp graphic logo initials LV are 
interconnected in architectural style as 
bracelet, neckchain and drop earrings.

In her A New Act of Rebellion collection, 
designer-jeweller Hannah Martin gives the 
chain a punk edge in massively oversized 
interlocking chain-link bangles that 
double as table sculptures. “For me, 
it’s about freedom, strength and 
power,” she says, “and it’s also the 
quintessential cross-gender jewel.” Her 
current designs are based on heavy, 
industrial steel chains, the kind you find 
padlocked to gates, and the necklaces 
jumble different links and tones of gold, 
hung with safety-pin pendants, to 
recreate the thrown-together aesthetic 
of punk jewellery. “I imagined an empty, 

post-party room,” she 
says, of her creative 
process. “It’s destroyed 
but still reverberating 
with energy.”

Earrings have become 
an unexpected focal point 

for the chain. Ana Khouri connects her ear 
pieces with articulated miniature chains 
in gold or pavé-set with diamonds or 
rainbow-shaded gemstones – the perfect 
balance of tradition and rebellion. Diane 
Kordas drapes hers with fine gold chain 
strands. Meanwhile, designer Prabal 
Gurung, who is also creative director of 
Japanese pearl and diamond jeweller Tasaki, 
accessorised his s/s ’20 New York fashion 
show with monumental earrings in the form 
of overscaled architectural chain links, inside 
which nestled a single South Sea pearl. The 
chain, states Gurung, is a perfect expression 
of his “femininity with a bite” aesthetic. 
“I find the use of chain to be very dynamic, 
and I love taking something traditional and 
turning the concept on its head.”

A further challenge to conventional 
perceptions comes from the Value Chain 

Near right: ANA 
KHOURI gold 
and diamond 
Missy ear piece, 
POA. Far right: 
LOUIS VUITTON 
gold LV Volt 
bracelet, £7,300

Above: TIFFANY & CO 
gold HardWear earrings, 

£4,250. Left: DIANE 
KORDAS asymmetric 

rose-gold and pink-
sapphire earrings, £1,675 . 
Below: CAROLINA BUCCI 
white-gold and sapphire 

links, £3,770

@itsabandoned   1.6m
“Beautiful Abandoned Places”, 
gathered from 200 photographers, 
is a project by LA-based Eric 
Damier. From an art deco casino 
on the Romanian coast and an eerie 
Vietnamese waterpark, to wrecks 
at the bottom of the ocean and 
châteaux overgrown with ivy, 
there isn’t a corner of the world  
@itsabandoned won’t uncover.

@tommy.clarke   62.7k
Photographer Tommy Clarke, 
who grew up on the English coast, 
is obsessed with “the interaction 
between water and land” and how 
people inhabit that intersection. 
A helicopter photoshoot capturing 
surfboards and umbrellas on Bondi 
Beach inaugurated his series, which 
features striking aerial portraits 
from Mexico to the Canary Islands.

@tinycactus   378k
Seoul-born KangHee Kim’s photo 
collages are inspired by mundane 
encounters in New York City. 
Described as contemporary 
surrealism, her pictures juxtapose 
everyday scenes with oneiric 
visions: a world where cherry 
blossoms bloom from pillowy 
clouds, and ocean waves wash 
over apartment stairwells.

@seeladanse   160k
“The Mediterranean is like a 
language,” says Cristina Mengual, 
who started her feed with Henri 
Matisse’s La Danse in mind. Her 
goal is to convey “endless summer 
nostalgia” with an exquisite grid of 
coastal travel photography. Look 
here for sundried tomatoes on an 
Amalfi patio and countless table 
spreads overlooking bays.

@__s____o   300k
Art director and curator Cat 
Morrison started her dream-like 
account in 2015 “while doing 
soulless marketing work”. The feed 
is an artistic outlet for herself 
and fellow nine-to-fivers in need 
of “light-hearted escapism”, 
transporting followers to wildflower 
meadows in bloom, floating soap 
bubbles and gleaming shorelines.

@aprettycoolhoteltour    29.2k
This sumptuous feed chronicles the 
YouTube travel series of a couple 
from the Midwest who’ve made it 
their mission to unearth America’s 
hidden-gem hotels. LA-based 
filmmakers Margaret and Corey 
Bienert have tried them all, from 
hotels with cave and rainforest 
rooms to love motels with mirrored 
ceilings and heart-shaped tubs.

BOUCHERON 
gold, quartz 

and diamond 
maillons 

necklace, POA

BYREDO X CHARLOTTE 
CHESNAIS gold and 

diamond bracelet, POA
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